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History 595:  Let’s try some additional data analysis
	

Premarital Sexual Behavior, UW-Madison Students, 1973.

Examine the relationship between the students’ estimates of the sexual experiences of their peers and their own sexual experience.  The questions are:

What percentage of the females engage in heterosexual intercourse?
What percentage of the males engage in heterosexual intercourse?

	1. First run frequencies on howmuchf and howmichm.  Go to Analyze, Descriptive Statistics, Frequencies, and put the howmuchf variable in the box.  Unclick the frequency table box. Click Statistics and check mean, median, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, range and standard error.  Click continue.  Click Charts and check histogram with a normal curve.  Click continue.  Click OK. 

Look at the results.  What can you conclude from the mean responses?  

	2. Repeat for howmichm. (Take howmuchf out of the box and put in howmichm.)

Look at the results.  What can you conclude from the mean responses?  

Look at the results again.  Now that you know about sampling error, using the reported standard error and the number of cases, calculate a 95% confidence interval for the mean response for howmuchf and howmichm.  What can you conclude from the confidence interval results?  

	3.  Now let’s see if these estimates differ by the sex of the student.  

Go to Analyze, Compare Means, Means.  Put howmuchf and howmichm in the Dependent box.  Put Gender in the independent box.  Click on Options and put mean, number of cases, standard deviation and standard error in the box.  Click the box for an Anova table and eta.  Click continue, and click OK again.  What can you conclude from these results?

	4.   Now let’s see if these estimates differ by whether the student says he or she has had sexual intercourse.  

Repeat the steps in number three, taking the Gender variable out of the independence box and putting havesex in.  What can you conclude from these results?





Fourth Short Assignment
Now Let’s Use What You’ve Done for the Fourth Short Assignment Question

Fourth Short Assignment, due Monday, February 20, 2:00 PM, in electronic form to margo@uwm.edu and on paper in class.  


	5. Now let’s see if these estimates differ by the religious identification of the student, and let’s also start adding some graphs to visualize the patterns.  

I have repeated the steps in number three, taking the Gender variable out of the independence box and putting relig in. The results are attached.  

Calculate the 95% confidence intervals for the 5 religious groups for the student responses to the two questions, howmuchf and howmichm.  Then answer the following questions.

1. Would you conclude that the students think that different proportions of men and women are sexually active? [Hint: The mean response can be interpreted as a proportion.]  If so, what numbers support your conclusion?  If not, what numbers support your conclusion?  In other words, how do you know from the statistical output?

2. Would you conclude that students report different estimates based upon their religious identification?  If so, what numbers support your conclusion?  If not, what numbers support your conclusion?  In other words, how do you know from the statistical output?

3. If you had to explain to someone who hadn’t taken History 595 what the attached table shows, what would you say?  In other words, can you translate the technical work we are doing into statements that others would understand.




